Rules and evaluation of competition to obtain the title
KOMBI WINNER of the year
The title Kombi Winner can be awarded for each sex. The competition consists of two disciplines: exterior and
protection evaluation. Each disciplin will be rated separately according to point table. The winner will be the one who will
obtain the highest score made by the sum of both disciplines. In case of equality of total points the title will be given to the
one who obtained higher score in protection part. If also score of protection part will be equal the title will be assigned to the
younger.
Scoring of the exhibition part
Excellent
1.
42 points
Excellent
2.
40 points
Excellent
3.
38 points
Excellent
4.
36 points
Excellent
34 points
Very Good
25 points
Good
15 points
CAC
+ 4 points
CAJC
+ 4 points
R-CAC
+ 3 points
BOB
+ 4 points
BOS
+ 4 points
A maximum of
50 points
Evaluation of protection
1. Frontal attack from the hide
(commands: “ATTACK”, “OUT”)

20 + 5 points (procedure + drop)

The handler with dog (which can be on the leash) proceeds in direction of the hide where the helper not visible to the dog is
located. Under the direction of the judge, the helper comes out of the hide in running pace and engages in an attack on the
handler and dog. The handler can keep dog on the leash during the attack. The dog has to block attack by means of grip on
the protection sleeve of the helper. The helper is to pressure the dog by way of threatening stick gestures without hit the dog
according to rules of International utility dog trials. At the instruction of the judge, the helper stops. The dog has to release
after a short command to "out" given from distance not shorter than two paces from behind the dog. If the dog does not out
after the first permitted command, the handler will receive instructions from the judge for a second and third command to
“out” given from the same distance from a dog. If the dog does not out after the third command (one permitted – two
additional), a five point deduction will result. In this case, at judge´s instruction, the handler goes to his dog and physically
release the grip of the sleeve. The dog can continue to compete.
2. Attack on the dog out of motion
(commands "ATTACK", "OUT")

20 + 5 points (procedure + drop)

The handler is advised to go to the designated place with his dog approx. 40 paces from the helper. The handler unleashes the
dog and holds him on the collar or the harness. At the direction of the judge, the helper in a running pace comes out of the
hide. The helper, still running, charges the dog and handler in a frontal attack with loud shouts and threatening gestures. The
handler under the direction of the judge releases his dog to “defend”. The handler can immediately walk to his dog. The dog
is put under pressure through shouting and stick threats and pressured by the helper, without hitting the dog, according to
rules of International utility dog trials. At the instruction of the judge, the helper stands still. After the helper stops, the
handler can come to his dog in distance not less than 2 paces from behind the dog. The dog has to release after a short
command to "out". If the dog does not out after the first permitted command, the handler will receive instructions from the
judge for a second and third command to “out” given from the same distance from a dog. If the dog does not out after the
third command (one permitted – two additional), a five point deduction will result. In this case, at judge´s instruction, the
handler goes to his dog and physically release the grip of the sleeve. At the instruction of the judge, the handler puts his dog
on the leash and leaves the field.
Additional instructions:
-

if the dog in any phase of defence demonstrate lack of courage, the whole protection phase will be evaluated with
"0" points
when helper stops the attack, dog can release even before the handler comes to his dog
if the dog leaves the helper or the handler give him a command so that the dog remains with the helper, the whole
protection phase will be evaluated with "0" points
if the dog grip other parts of the body rather than the protection sleeve the whole protection phase will be evaluated
with "0" points
the verbal stimulation of dog before and during the action is allowed
the command to "out" used in conjunction with the dog’s name is considered as second command
if the handler will go too close to the dog while giving command to "out", a five point deduction will result
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